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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Change Ahead
In this great profession, we often struggle to ﬁnd time to reﬂect upon our progress through
time. The stunning changes in the practice of architecture are as profound as the changes in
modern life itself.

David Wilkinson MAIBC
AIBC President

Consider how we do our work, and how we get our projects built. Think of the strength of
our local construction economy, given that we were ﬁghting for scraps not so many years ago.
Recall the time when the profession was more concerned with keeping people out than with
letting people in. Reﬂect on how, twenty years ago, the thought that a Vancouver ﬁrm could
work successfully in Calgary, let alone San Diego or Dubai, was almost absurd. And perhaps
most importantly, consider how, over the past century, we have gone from an individualist
practice model to an integrated team model.
In the face of all this progress, progressive jurisdictions like BC have been busy modernizing
the way we regulate and support the profession. Our 2007 - 2008 AIBC Council is here to get
things done in the public interest. This well-balanced and capable team has recently completed
a highly eﬀective strategic planning process. Council now has a clear set of objectives, along
with the intention to achieve them. There is no question that this will be a year of change, and
all members should pay close attention.
In the public interest, the AIBC will take steps to complete the re-conceptualization and
modernization of the Architects Act. Think of this as bringing the Act in line with 21st century
realities rather than the nostalgia for the 19th century we are currently burdened with. As part
of this process, the expanded Institute will become responsible for virtually every aspect of most
every building type at almost every scale.
In the public interest, the AIBC will assert its leadership in the built environment by taking
action on global climate change. We will recommend new minimum standards of practice that
will make the assessment of sustainable building performance a basic requirement of service for
our clients….whether they want it or not, our clients need to be informed of the public consequences of their private decisions.
In the public interest, the AIBC will actively support all who wish to become Architects in this
province. This includes students, interns, inter-provincial and North American reciprocal applicants, broadly-experienced professionals, and foreign-trained professionals. We will work to
make our rules ﬂexible and compatible with other jurisdictions, rather than damnably diﬀerent
for no particular reason. We will not be an exclusive organization. We will be an inclusive one.
In the public interest, the AIBC will continue to show leadership in education and member
services to support competency and accountability in practice. We will make sure that the community around us understands and respects our roles and responsibilities. We will make sure
that architects in BC are appreciated and respected.
These are important initiatives. They will re-set the benchmark for practice in BC, and make it
easier for BC architects to be successful. Get involved. Pay attention. Watch this space.
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NEW FROM HP, PRINTERS WITH A BUILT-IN
EYE FOR COLOUR. JUST LIKE YOU.
Like the best photographers, the revolutionary new HP printers have an instinctive sense
of colour. The new HP Designjet series of printers have a built-in spectrophotometre that
analyzes colour and calibrates it to match the media used. So quality stays consistent from
print to print, media to media. And creating ICC profiles is quick and easy. The Designjet
Z3100 even teams 11 pigment inks with a gloss enhancer for superior colour gamut, gloss
performance and true black and white. And the waterfast output stays fade-resistant for more
than 200 years.1 Great photography demands a highly-developed sense of colour.
Make sure your printer has one.

To request a print sample, or for additional
information, please visit www.hp.ca/go/prophoto
To speak to an HP representative, please call 1-800-HP-INVENT.

HP VIP Elite Platinum Partner

HP PHOTOSMART PRO B9180
13" x 19" 8-ink desktop printer

HP DESIGNJET Z2100
24" x 44" pedestal printer
with 8 inks

HP DESIGNJET Z3100
24" x 44" pedestal printer
with 12 inks

1Based on Wilhelm-Research.com testing (visit www.wilhelm-research.com for full details) for similar systems. For the HP Photosmart Pro B9180, based on display permanence testing under glass using HP Advanced Photo
Paper, HP Matte Photo Paper, HP Hahnemühle Smooth Fine Art Paper and HP Hahnemühle Watercolor; similar display permanence with additional HP-recommended papers. Waterproof performance with HP Advanced Photo Paper;
water-resistant with other HP-recommended papers. Display permanence rating of over 200 years by Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc. on a range of HP creative and specialty media. For details,
http://www.hp.com/go/supplies/printpermanence. © 2007 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. Some of the images are simulated.
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AIBC COUNCIL

2007 AIBC NEW COUNCIL MEMBERS
Cal Meiklejohn MAIBC FRAIC
Cal Meiklejohn is a principal of Meiklejohn Architects. He brings with him the experience of
serving on several AIBC committees in the past and is currently a member of the Investigations Committee. He is looking forward to voicing the concerns of practices in the BC Interior,
encouraging a stronger public voice for the profession, and joining current debates such as the
proposed changes to the Architects Act, professional liability insurance, and the general need for
increased government support for the profession.

Scott M. Kemp MAIBC
Scott Kemp is a sole practitioner registered in three provinces and six states. For the last year and
a half he has been on the AIBC Registration and Licensing Board, six months of those as Chair.
This has involved being part of a team that has developed a new process through which foreign
trained architects and ‘broadly trained’ architects can obtain their registration. He would like to
work towards developing and maintaining a profession that young architects want to be a part of,
which involves developing an economically, socially, and environmentally sustainable profession
that addresses global warming and acts to improve it.

Barry Weih MAIBC
Barry Weih is a principal at Wensley Architecture. He brings a signiﬁcant knowledge to the
AIBC Council discussion and debate, particularly in the area of risk and liability. He is looking
forward to acting on the opportunity to improve the risk environment for practice. Barry is very
interested in learning about and contributing towards the overall goals of the institute and its
membership, including re-energizing the member-driven nature of the organization. He looks
forward to addressing several key initiatives including the Provincial Modernization Strategy, the
TILMA initiative to integrate Alberta and BC trade, and revisions to the Architects Act.
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AIBC CONFERENCE

2007 AIBC CONFERENCE

The 2007 AIBC Annual Conference, held April
26 – 28 at the Four Seasons Hotel in Vancouver, was another resounding success.
With hundreds of delegates onsite each day,
the Conference featured speakers such as Siamak Hariri, George Yu, Peter Busby, Robert
Miller, Gregory Henriquez and many others.
Highlights from this year included an expanded Induction/Retirement Ceremony, more
social networking opportunities for members
and one of the best President Dinners in recent
memory.
Mark your calendars as the 2008 conference
will be held April 24 – 26 at the Vancouver
Trade and Convention Centre.

top left: 2007 / 2008 AIBC Council
top right: Joint Task Force meets with MADVED Minister
Murray Coell regarding new legislation
below top left: Newly inducted members of 2006 / 2007
above left: Presidents Patrick Stewart and Stuart Howard
above right: Retiring members of 2007
right: Fundraising lunch: Michael Burton Brown, Chair AFBC
bottom left: Peter Busby signing for Bill Rhone
bottom right: Patrick Stewart congratulates Brian Kramer
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Expert Solutions For
Design Professionals
Our agency is chosen by leading design professionals for our expertise in providing unsurpassed
professional liability solutions customized to meet their needs. We provide unparalleled risk
management services through the combined experience of our dedicated team and the Design
Professional group of the financially strong XL Insurance companies.
Services available from our knowledgeable staff and the team of experts at XL Insurance
include loss prevention and education programs as well as claims handling and dispute
resolution services. We can also arrange contract review services.
The benefits of these innovative programs include improved business practices
and a reduced cost of loss in the event of a claim or incident.

METRIX
If you are looking for a dedicated risk management partner with exceptional

PROFESSIONAL

knowledge and service in managing design professional risks, contact us

INSURANCE

to learn more about the benefits and resources available from our

BROKERS INC.

team.

1500-1166 Alberni Street

“XL Insurance” is a registered trademark of XL Capital Ltd. XL Insurance is the global
brand used by member insurers of the XL Capital Ltd group of companies.

Vancouver, BC V6E 3Z3
Tel:

604-683-5583

Fax:

604-683-8032

Coverages issued in the US by XL Specialty Insurance Company, Greenwich
Insurance Company, Indian Harbor Insurance Company, and in Canada by XL
Insurance Company Limited are subject to underwriting requirements. Certain
coverages not available in all jurisdictions.

Selected with Conﬁdence

Vinyltek Heritage Series
Double Casement Window in Black Painted Vinyl

For over 20 years, quality conscious architects,
contractors and homeowners have chosen Vinyltek
products with conﬁdence to build and renovate their
homes.
Vinyltek designs and manufactures top-performing,
uPVC vinyl windows, doors and patio doors. For
more information, visit www.vinyltek.com.
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AIBC AWARDS

AWARDS

“Your remarkable profession is personiﬁed in your
membership throughout our province, who bring
together a matchless landscape with an appropriate,
increasingly sustainable built environment. It is
noble work! My congratulations and my thanks to
you all!”
The Honourable Iona Campagnolo
Lieutenant Governor of British Columbia

The AIBC Architectural Awards were established to honour excellence in completed
architectural projects, to celebrate recent
achievements of AIBC member architects and
ﬁrms, to recognize the role of AIBC members
and associates in BC’s built environment, to
encourage public interest in BC architects and
architecture, and to promote AIBC members
as architectural leaders provincially, nationally
and internationally.
AWARD CATEGORIES
Short-listed entries, award levels and the number of winners (if any) are decided by the jury
in the following categories:
• The Lieutenant Governor of British Columbia Awards in Architecture: Medals + Merit
• The AIBC Innovation Award
• AIBC Special Jury Awards (for exceptional
achievment, selected from entries in any of the
above categories, with category and winner, if
any, determined by the jury).
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AIBC AWARDS JURY

Left to right: Steve McFarlane, N

2007 AIBC Awards Jury Members
The breadth of this year’s entries to the AIBC Awards is indicative of the tremendous diversity
of current practice and the range of design throughout British Columbia. The Awards are an
important contribution to the critical dialogue within our profession, and provide us all with
opportunities to learn from our peers and enhance the quality of practice.
Each Awards jury develops its own interpretation of the judging criteria and this year was no
exception. In lieu of a predetermined set of evaluation criteria, the critical stance of the jury
emerged in response to the collection of projects that were submitted. Through the many deliberations about the individual buildings, a variety of themes began to emerge that enabled the
jury to honour a handful of select projects amongst the many ﬁne entries that were received.
Clear ideas are essential to the making of compelling architecture. The jury commended work
that embodied clarity, where the evidence of a thoughtful and rigorous process permeates all
aspects of the work. Projects that exhibited true simplicity and precision, where concept, spatial
quality, and detailing come together into a seamless and convincing whole, were upheld as
important and notable examples.
The jury was consistently drawn to projects that displayed imaginative responses to site, program, and environmental stewardship. Value was given to projects that challenge the empty
aesthetic rhetoric that permeates much of British Columbia’s design culture today and whose
formal qualities were more fully integrated into the purpose and eﬀectiveness of the buildings.
The jury acknowledged projects that carry very little fat and which married a ﬁnancial economy
to an intellectual one. This is particularly poignant in the context of minimizing our impact
on the planet and its resources. Projects that exhibited mature restraint and economy of means
provide some of the best strategies for our profession and should foster discussion about the possibilities that face us all as we build a more sustainable future.
Good design should permeate and enhance the quality of our lives, from our most exalted moments to the most everyday. While a number of ambitious buildings were included with the
submissions, the jury was compelled to acknowledge the more thoughtful solutions for common
building types that form the basis of our cities. These are projects that have the potential to reach
beyond their speciﬁc boundaries. Their considerate designs impact our daily lives most directly as
they challenge the status quo and create signiﬁcant contributions to their communities.
Steve McFarlane MAIBC, B.Tech, BEDS, M.Arch
12 - architectureBC summer 2007

Nick Bevanda MAIBC, MRAIC, AIA,
NCARB

Nick Bevanda received his Architectural
training at Washington State University. He
is registered in British Columbia and the
State of Washington and is a member of the
Architectural Institute of British Columbia,
Royal Architectural Institute of Canada, The
American Institute of Architects, and The
Canadian Green Building Council.
In 2003, he founded Bevanda Architecture
Inc. Nick believes in the Art of Architecture
and the simplicity and honesty of Modernism.
His work represents regionally appropriate
responses that are inﬂuenced by local ecologies, traditional building methods, materials,
and sustainable technologies. He strives to
reconnect people to the landscape and to provide meaningful, timeless architecture, worthy
of preservation. He has received two awards
for Excellence in Concrete Construction, The
Hooded Merganser Bar and Grill in 2007,
and The Black Hills Estate Winery in 2007.

Toshimasa Ito BCSLA, CSLA

After receiving his B.Eng specializing Civil
Engineering, Masa worked for Takken City
Planning Ltd. and Araki Landscape Architect
Ltd. in Japan.
After immigrating to Canada in 1972, he
worked for Justice Webb Vincent Landscape
Architects Ltd. and Don Vaughan Ltd. and
became a partner at Vaughan Durante Ltd. in
1986. In this period, he worked on numerous
high rise commercial projects in Vancouver,
including Expo 86.
In 1988 he opened his own practice, T. Ito
& Associates. The ﬁrm has undertaken a wide
range of projects including residential, commercial, industrial, parks, heritage inventory
and golf courses, both in BC and overseas. He
has received three gold and seven silver Georgie Awards, four Richmond Design Awards,
one North Vancouver Design Panel Award
and one Vancouver Heritage Award.

Omer Arbel IA.AIBC

AIBC AWARDS JURY

Omer Arbel graduated from the University
of Waterloo School of Architecture in 2000.
Omer worked in the studio of John and Patricia Patkau in Vancouver from 1999–2000;
while there he was involved with the Gleneagles Community Centre Project. In 2002 he
started a small experimental design company,
with a mandate of pursuing material and
process-based investigations.
Omer’s debut piece, the 1.1 shelf, was a ﬁnalist for a 2003 D&AD Yellow Pencil award,
and narrowly lost in the ﬁnal round of judging
to the G4 iMac by Apple Computers. The
2.4 cast resin lounge chair won a Chicago
Athenaeum’s 2003 Good Design Award, a
2004 ID Magazine Design Review Honorable
Mention, and was also a ﬁnalist for a 2004
Yellow Pencil. Omer was selected from an
international pool of candidates by the 2003
Wallpaper magazine Design Review as one of
15 exemplary “next generation” designers.

Steve McFarlane MAIBC, B.Tech,
BEDS, M.Arch

Steve McFarlane is a principal of
mcfarlaneGreen+biggar Architecture + Design, a mid-sized design ﬁrm based in North
Vancouver. Led in conjunction with his
partners Michael Green and Michelle Biggar,
the oﬃce realises work in a variety of scales
and programmes for private and public clients
both locally and internationally.

Current work includes a private gallery for an
art collector in Vancouver, an expansion to
the Ottawa Airport, an oﬀ-grid residence on
Gambier Island, the third phase of expansion
to the Prince George Airport, prototype inﬁll
dwellings in the Cedar Cottage neighborhood,
and a new air terminal in Cranbrook.

Since its inception in 2003, the ﬁrm’s work
has been widely published and honoured with
three Lieutenant Governor of British Columbia Awards, a North American Wood Design
Award, and two British Columbia Wood
Awards.

Maureen Connelly MAIBC, M.Arch,

Gordon Price

Siamak Hariri MRAIC, OAA, M.Arch

B.Sc, B.E.D.S

Gordon Price is the Director of the City ProMaureen Connelly is the Research Program
gram at Simon Fraser University. He is also an
Head for the British Columbia Institute of
Adjunct Professor in the School of CommuTechnology (BCIT) Green Roof Initiative and nity and Regional Planning at the University
a faculty member in the department of Archi- of British Columbia, where he developed and
tectural & Building Engineering Technology. teaches the course Vancouver and its Times.
Combining a science background with a pro- He currently sits on the Boards of Northwest
fessional aﬃliation as an architect, Maureen
Environment Watch and the International
has developed and managed the Centre for
Centre for Sustainable Cities. He is also a
the Advancement of Green Roof Technolmember of the Advisory Council of the Wosk
ogy. Maureen has an overall research focus on Centre for Dialogue.
the development of the architectural impact
model of green roofs and is the research lead
In 2002, he ﬁnished his sixth term as a City
on storm water source control and environCouncilor in Vancouver, British Columbia.
mental beneﬁts of green roofs at the centre.
He also served on the Board of the Greater
Vancouver Regional District and was appointBCIT’s Centre for the Advancement of Green ed to the ﬁrst board of the Greater Vancouver
Roof Technology (CAGRT), housed at the
Transportation Authority (TransLink) in
Green Roof Research Facility, is the hub for
1999. Mr. Price is also a regular lecturer on
the local green roof industry, conducting
transportation and land use for the City of
product performance testing and providing
Portland, Oregon and Portland State Univerdemonstration roofs.
sity.

Siamak Hariri and David Pontarini have been
in practice since 1994, sharing values about
understated, responsive and high quality design, and a strong sense of place and materiality in architecture. Their work has been widely
published and has received more than 35
awards in recognition of its innovation, design
excellence and contribution to the improvement of the urban landscape.
Siamak lectures locally and internationally, sits
on the board of the Royal Ontario Museum’s
Institute of Contemporary Culture, and he
is an active member of the Toronto Community Foundation’s Council of 100. Since
1991, he has been an Adjunct Professor at the
University of Toronto’s School of Architecture Landscape and Design. He received his
undergraduate degree from the University of
Waterloo in 1979 and his Masters in Architecture from Yale University in 1985.
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2007 LG Medal for Excellence in Architecture
Hotson Bakker Boniface Haden Architects
Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre

photo courtesy of Hotson Bakker Boniface Haden Architects

Located in Osoyoos, BC, the Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre is part of a larger 200 acre master
plan that includes a winery, golf club and a resort hotel. The building features indoor and outdoor exhibits that celebrate the culture and the history of the Osoyoos Indian Band and reﬂects
their role as stewards of the land. North America’s largest rammed earth wall forms the central
design feature of the project. Construction involved the mixing of successive layers of diﬀerently
coloured local soils with concrete. The partially submerged building is sited very speciﬁcally to
focus the visitor’s eye away from the encroaching development of Osoyoos to the west, towards
the desert landscape to the north. The height of the wall set to create a layered view of the desert
rising up in the middle ground, receding to the riparian landscape adjacent and the mountains in
the distance. The desert landscape ﬂows over the building’s green roof, held back by the rammed
earth wall.

Jury Comments:

hard to do a building against mountains. This
has an extremely simple ability to enhance the
silhouette of the mountain range. It is beautiIt has a poetic response to the site and climate. ful. The building becomes a foil for the mounWith the slow passage of time in the desert, tains. The wall is amazing. It speaks to the dusustainability is not a concern. It is a clear win- rability of the landscape.
ner. One of the greatest things is that it draws
strength in a poetic way. It draws strength re- The rammed earth is hearth-like. I want to
gionally in its fabrication. It has a great sub- know more about it. I enjoy the interior plan.
stance to it. The rammed earth reﬂects the des- The inside is unrelated to the lines; it makes
ert really well. The striations could have been the interior space interesting. The interior
simpler. It has a simple and elegant response to space works well.
the site, it is conceptually clear the architects
were conﬁdent. The envelope is from the land; I want to acknowledge the lighting. It respects
it is fantastic. They elected to use a vegetative the environment and looks special. It is fresh
roof system using regional plants. It opens well and unexpected; a fabulous project that deon the North side and is very appropriate. It is serves full praise.
2007 summer architectureBC - 15

2007 LG Medal for Excellence in Architecture
Patkau Architects
Winnipeg Centennial Library Addition
The Winnipeg Centennial Library is a three-storey building that edges a public park. Both library
and green space sit on a below-grade parking garage. The addition to the library, which was the
winning entry in a design competition, includes reorganizations and expansion of the collections,
reconﬁguration of the circulation systems, creation of new social spaces and renovation of the
existing library.
The library program is ordered in strips, in a series of zones that run parallel to the window wall
across the long dimension of the space. The strips order the program of the library in height categories. The ﬁrst strip is the park. The second is for reading – tables, comfortable chairs, casual
seating. Third is low masses – reference collections, help desks, computer station. Fourth is high
masses – shelving running in clear sequences. Fifth is rooms – reading rooms, oﬃces, meeting
rooms, staﬀ areas, service areas, book handling access. The strips progress from park to interior,
from open to enclosed, from low to high, from areas of greatest public access and interaction to
areas of privacy and quiet. This spatial order allows visitors to understand the arrangement of collections and functions whether they approach from public elevators or from reading terraces.

Jury Comments:

The project shows a respect for the limited
landscape. The architecture is handled in a
clever way; it is pragmatic. There is a real cleverness in how the program was handled. It has
a fabulous relationship with the park. It is the
best place for people watching in Winnipeg
and is so incredibly clever.
The architects transformed a concrete building
into a transparent building form while maintaining its practical use. It is airy and reﬂects
light.
They took the Big Idea and the concept of
transforming solid to transparent.

It is such a counterpoint to the existing building. It is circulation-oriented and energizes the
existing banal building. It lies on a bad building and makes it interesting.
It answers the question: What is there to do
with 1970’s buildings? It is an optimistic picture of what we can do. A great example.
It shows a reverence for the simple diagram with
no sense of gestural layers. Its quietness comes
from conﬁdence. It is compelling because the
simplicity is carried all the way through. A very
strong concept; doesn’t need to be tarted up. It
is important to show the public how the building was transformed from old to new, not the
building itself. It is a skillfully done renovation,
not a new building.

It has a simple diagram but is not a one-timer.
It interfaces with the street level. The way peo- You can keep pushing and discover layers of inple move must be an interesting space to be in. terest. The very fact that they reused the building is the most sustainable thing you can do.
It is quiet but dynamic.
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photo courtesy of Patkau Architects
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Kindergarten Feldgatterweg
Florian Maurer Architect
photo courtesy of Florian Maurer Architect

Kwantlen University College Cloverdale
Bunting Coady Architects
photo courtesy of Bunting Coady Architects

Morgan Residence
Doran Musgrove Architect
photo courtesy of Doran Musgrove Architect

Dr. Peter Centre
Neale Staniszkis Doll Adams Architects
photo courtesy of Neale Staniszkis Doll Adams Architects

Life Sciences Centre, UBC
Diamond and Schmitt Architects Inc/Bunting Coady Architects
photo courtesy of Diamond and Schmitt Architects Inc/Bunting Coady Architects

UVic Engineering/Computer Science Building
Busby Perkins + Will
photo courtesy of Busby Perkins + Will

Veranda Residential Development
(Phases 1 &2) Integra Architecture
photo courtesy of (Phases 1 &2) Integra Architecture

Paciﬁc Heights Elementary School
Grant + Sinclair Architects
photo courtesy of Grant + Sinclair Architects

Martyn residence
Neale Staniszkis Doll Adams Architects
photo courtesy of Neale Staniszkis Doll Adams Architects

St. Paul’s Hospital’s Mental Health Unit Renovation
Johnston Davidson Architecture + Planning Inc.
photo courtesy of Johnston Davidson Architecture + Planning Inc.

North Shore Credit Union
The ABBARCH Partnership Architects
photo courtesy of The ABBARCH Partnership Architects

Leaning Tree
JWT Architecture and Planning
photo courtesy of JWT Architecture and Planning
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Kiwanis Manor Seniors’ Housing
VIA Architecture Inc.
photo courtesy of VIA Architecture Inc.

Yukon Suspension Bridge
Scott M. Kemp Architect
photo courtesy of Scott M. Kemp Architect

BC Visitors Centre at Golden
Zeidler Partnerships Architects
photo courtesy of Zeidler Partnerships Architects

John M.S. Lecky UBC Boathouse
Larry McFarland Architects Ltd.
photo courtesy of Larry McFarland Architects Ltd.
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photo courtesy of hughes condon marler : architects
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2007 LG Award of Merit for Excellence in Architecture
hughes condon marler : architects

Killarney Community Pool
The Killarney Community Pool replaces a once inconspicuous and closed-box building with a
vibrant, open and transparent indoor swimming and recreation facility. The project represents
a strong civic gesture and a genuine opportunity for public engagement and social encounters
within a diverse neighbourhood of East Vancouver. The result is a project that aspires to resonate
beyond the boundary of the site and embed itself in the public life of its community. Whereas the
existing buildings of this complex were predominantly closed to the surrounding site, this project
envisions a spectacle of activity within the pool, engaging with and activating the surrounding
public spaces to create a place of civic intensity.
The building’s form resulted from the recognition that the surrounding and distant landscape offered incredible potential to enrich the public swimming experience. Its linear forms are torqued
to create a parallelogram that focuses the view to the Lions to the northwest. The curtain wall
oﬀers views into and outside the facility and gives the facility a strong civic presence in the surrounding neighbourhood.

Jury Comments:
The concept is simple; its simplicity is quite
nice.
In the context of other pools there is evolution
at work and it is worthy of acknowledgement.
It has a strong relationship to the park. It opens
the landscape successfully and has some restraint.
It’s a bit too strong. There is almost too much
bravado, I wish it was gentler. It has great depth
and discussion. The façade is simple and expressing a relationship in Vancouver. The side
details seem almost brutal.

photo courtesy of hughes condon marler : architects

The glass wall is strong, simple and elegant.
There’s not much of a strong feeling. It’s too
simple, it needs another layer of articulation.
Conversely, one fewer layer could make it a
jewel.
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2007 LG Award of Merit for Excellence in Architecture
Bing Thom Architects

Aberdeen Centre
Located in Richmond, Aberdeen Centre was designed to establish a new standard for the suburban Asian mall in Canada. The interior is illuminated with natural light from the extensive
exterior glazing and a playful series of oval skylights. Designed as a theatrical space surrounded
by its terraced walkways, the central court and its focal point fountain can be converted to a stage
for special events.
Leveraging on the existing street grid, the project links city streets, enhances street-oriented activity and reinforces the circulation system of the mall, establishing the movement from autooriented to pedestrian-oriented.
Street activity is further reinforced by the sidewalk oriented retail and plaza areas, promoting outdoor celebrations, markets, cafes and restaurants. The sidewalks connect directly through highly
transparent entries into the ground ﬂoor retail units and the above-grade retail units are veiled
behind a façade of shimmering ﬁtted glass.

photo courtesy of Bing Thom Architects

Jury Comments:

The building type needs the greatest amount
of attention and has the greatest potential.
Shopping is an extension of the street; this is
completely conventional.

It is brilliant, artful, whimsical and combines
east and west; it is lyrical. In the sense of a mall,
it’s interesting.

But that’s the appeal, it could have been introverted, but this is far more appealing. Maybe
that’s the brilliance; doing something fresh. I
like the colour and the glass.

It is fantastic; the see-through skin is ﬁlled with
expression of quick action, it is dynamic. It is
deliciously wacky. It has a real playful attitude.
It has a crude treatment of interior/exterior relationship. The project is selﬁsh in these terms.
It had the opportunity to provide pedestrian
life in the heart of Richmond and failed.
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The architect could have done more to connect it to the city. It’s just a destination, it’s
not making an attempt to connect it to the
city.
It’s an extroverted shopping mall. It’s very appealing. I like the scale – low and sinuous.

photo courtesy of Bing Thom Architects
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Bryant House
Hotson Bakker Boniface Haden Architects
photo courtesy of Hotson Bakker Boniface Haden Architects

Heritage Woods Secondary School
Killick Metz Bowen Rose Architects
photo courtesy of Killick Metz Bowen Rose Architects

Operations Centre, Gulf Islands National Park Reserve
Larry McFarland Architects Ltd.
photo courtesy of Larry McFarland Architects Ltd.

earls St Vital Restaurant
Romses Architects Inc.
photo courtesy of Romses Architects Inc.

BC Wildlife Park Discovery Centre
DGBK Architects
photo courtesy of DGBK Architects

New Mabamba Parish Church
Arie J. Smits Architect
photo courtesy of Arie J. Smits Architect

PROUD SUPPLIER
OF

INTALITE

CORRUGATED CEILING SYSTEM

for KILLARNEY POOL
&

SOLARFECTIVE

ROLLER SHADES

for ABERDEEN

CENTRE

www.CascadiaDesign.ca
#100-1614 W 5th Ave
Vancouver, BC
Canada V6J1N8
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ph: 604.739.0966
fx: 604.739.0986
info@cascadiadesign.ca

Commercial Station and the Hub
VIA Architecture Inc.
photo courtesy of VIA Architecture Inc.

King David High School
Acton Ostry Architects Inc.
photo courtesy of Acton Ostry Architects Inc.

Private Residence
Bing Thom Architects
photo courtesy of Bing Thom Architects

NRC Institute for Fuel Cell Research
Bunting Coady Architects
photo courtesy of Bunting Coady Architects
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photo courtesy of Peter Cardew Architects
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2007 Special Jury Award
Peter Cardew Architects

Leblanc House
Although the most ubiquitous form of single family dwelling in North America since the end of
World War 2, the Split-Level has never achieved the iconic status that would encourage adaptation over demolition.
This project is the product of the shared belief that there is value to mid-century suburban housing and that the cultural investment in retaining these structures is more important than the
economic advantages of their removal.

photo courtesy of Peter Cardew Architects

The adaptation of this Split-Level not only retains evidence of the most signiﬁcant residential
building boom in Canadian history, it also shows that this existing building stock can be adapted
to satisfy without compromising the requirements of modern living; in essence, to retain the past
in order to sustain the future.

Jury Comments:

I did not appreciate the project. I can appreciate that the details are meticulous but ﬁnd that
the continuity is disjointed and not speciﬁcally
Special Jury Award for its approach to sus- identiﬁable architecture. It responds to the
client’s needs, but can’t ﬁnd further interest in
tainability:
harmonizing the existing building.
It advances the notion that we can contain the
past while advancing the future. Built fabric I like the interior forms and simplicity. The
transition into the house is very modern. I’m
can evolve instead of disappearing.
disappointed in the drawings and scheme, why
The project has rich detailing and workman- don’t we see the roof? I was initially confused.
ship. It stands out as an example of how skill- The fact that the house was surgically modiful architects can see opportunity in the most ﬁed but kept the external envelope is laudable.
banal project. Its strength comes in its transi- Where is the structure to the ceiling plan? It
has a patchwork interface. It is more an interior
tional quality.
discussion, not a whole. It should celebrate the
It is optimistic; if we can see this as a viable so- exterior’s roof and bring rafters into the discuslution, it opens up Vancouver. It is a response sion. It stands out in that it has hope, it gives
to what was there in the ﬁrst place. I feel chal- an approach back and maintains the existing
lenged by the direction of details, i.e, the con- architecture. A house only an architect could
crete ﬂoor. It looks too hard-surface; the sound love; it looks like a shell. It has an antiseptic
is live and hard.
quality.
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2007 Special Jury Award
Hotson Bakker Boniface Haden Architects

Mole Hill Housing
This unique urban housing project included the redevelopment and restoration of 27 City of
Vancouver owned houses in the heart of Vancouver’s West End. These homes provide 170 units
of non-market housing for low-income singles, families, seniors and long-time residents of the
block. The project included the construction of one new building, three daycares, community
gardens and greenway links, as well as the Dr. Peter Centre for persons with HIV/AIDS. Located in the West End, Mole Hill is Vancouver’s only intact Victorian/Edwardian streetscape,
with more than 30 houses built between 1888 and 1942. Situated in the city’s highest density
neighbourhood, the area had been under the threat of demolition for redevelopment since 1950.
As late as 1996, the 27 City owned homes – many listed on the City Heritage Register – along
the block were slated for demolition for high rise condominiums.

photo courtesy of Hotson Bakker Boniface Haden Architects

Jury Comments:
Special Jury Award for skillful restoration
and adaptive re-use:
Very well done; the detailing is crisp and the
idea that the laneway serves as a community
depot works. It speaks to community; a readaption of how we live collectively.
It represents a new way of living. They transformed houses into a community, especially
the use of lanes. I am attracted to the project. Is
it nostalgic? Is it realistic? Like Disney – it is a
piece of restored history. It is curiously one-oﬀ.
The Dr. Peter Centre feels out of scale, like it
landed in Mole Hill.
It feels like bookends; the materials connect the
homes. It’s an attempt to integrate houses. The
old and new touch each other. I don’t like the
architectural expression. Dr. Peter shows oﬀ
the old homes and internally connects to the
hospital. Craftsman transforms into modern
buildings.
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photos and drawings courtesy of Hotson Bakker Boniface Haden Architects
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OTHER AWARDS

OTHER

The Annual Awards for Excellence in Concrete Construction • The RAIC Green Building Award of Excellence

AWARDS

Lieutenant-Governor of British Columbia
Medal of Excellence in Architecture
Royal Architectural Institute of Canada Award
of Excellence in the Innovation category
Aboriginal Tourism Association Award
in the Inspirational Leadership category
British Columbia Wood Council Wood Works
Award in the Green Building category
B.C. Ready - Mix Concrete Association Connie
Award in the Decorative Concrete category

photo courtesy of Hotson Bakker Boniface Haden Architects

To date, the Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre
(pictured right) has won the following awards:
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OTHER AWARDS

2007 CONNIE Awards

above: Black Hills Estate Winery - photo courtesy of
Bevanda Architecture Inc.
top left: The Retro - photo courtesy of Nigel Baldwin
Architects Ltd.
bottom left: The Bella View home - photo courtesy of
Formwerks Architectural Inc.
bottom centre: University of Victoria’s Engineering /
Computer Science Building - photo courtesy of Busby
Perkins + Will
bottom right: The Gordon & Leslie Diamond Care Centre
- photo courtesy of IBI Group and Henriquez Partners
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The 2nd Annual Awards for Excellence in
Concrete Construction, nicknamed the
CONNIEs for ‘CONcrete CONstruction’,
have been held recently with several British
Columbia architectural ﬁrms receiving
honours.
The awards, presented by the British Columbia Ready-Mixed Concrete Association, are
the industry’s highest recognition of works
that exemplify vision and innovation in the
use of ready-mixed concrete in a variety of
applications throughout British Columbia.
More than 200 construction industry leaders
celebrated the work and dedication of their
peers with a dinner and an awards banquet
featuring a presentation of entries from 36
ﬁnalists over the 12 categories.
The entries are judged by award-winning
construction professionals, including engineers and architects, who understand the
complexities and challenges involved in building a project in British Columbia’s thriving
construction market. A signiﬁcant section of
the criteria the judges were looking for was
the creation of functional and aesthetically
pleasing designs that incorporated sustainable
principles through the use of concrete.
In no particular order, the following AIBC
Firms were presented with awards:

David E. Gruber
B.Sc.Arch., LL.B., LL.M.
david.gruber@blakes.com
604-631-3376
Called to the bars of
British Columbia and Ontario

Blake, Cassels & Graydon LLP

blakes.com

Single-Family Residential
Formwerks Architectural Inc.
The Bella View home, Vancouver BC

Multi-Family Residential
Nigel Baldwin Architects Ltd.
The Retro, Vancouver BC

Tilt-Up Structures
Bevanda Architecture Inc.
Black Hills Estate Winery, Oliver BC

Cast-In-Place Structures
Architectural Concrete
Mid to High Rise
IBI Group and Henriquez Partners
Color profile: Generic CMYK printer profile
TheComposite
Gordon
& Leslie
Default
screen Diamond Care Centre,
Vancouver BC

Sustainable Concrete Construction
Busby Perkins + Will
University of Victoria’s Engineering /
Computer Science Building, Victoria BC

Decorative Concrete
Hotson Bakker Boniface Haden Architects
Nk’Mip desert Cultural Centre, Osoyoos BC
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RAIC Awards of Excellence - Green Building
Larry McFarland Architects Inc.
Gulf Islands National Park Reserve

The RAIC Green Building Award of Excellence was created to recognise outstanding
achievements of high-performance architecture in Canada for buildings that are environmentally responsible and healthy places to live,
work and play. The award recognises building
designs and construction practices that signiﬁcantly reduce or eliminate the negative impact
of buildings on the environment and on occupants, or provide for regeneration, in ﬁve broad
areas: sustainable site planning; safeguarding
water and water eﬃciency; energy eﬃciency
and renewable energy; conservation of materials and resources; and indoor environmental
quality. The award is in its inaugural year and
is given in joint with the Canada Green Building Council.

photo courtesy of Larry McFarland Architects Inc.

The 2007, the prestigious award has been given
to Larry McFarland Architects Inc. for Ron
Kato MAIBC’s design of the Gulf Islands National Park Reserve.
The design of the new Operations Centre for
the Gulf Islands National Park Reserve presented Parks Canada with an opportunity to
fulﬁll the Park’s multidisciplinary facility requirements while minimizing the ecological
footprint. This was achieved by the use of the
sun, the rain and the ocean’s heat energy has
been incorporated into the building design and
the use of indigenous materials where possible.
The building demonstrates how it is possible to
drastically reduce the consumption of energy
and water, provide an exceptional indoor environment, build using a signiﬁcant amount of
local and recycled materials, and interact with
its site.

photo courtesy of Larry McFarland Architects Inc.
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photo courtesy of Larry McFarland Architects Inc.

The project has been awarded LEED® Canada
Platinum rating by the Canada Green Building
Council for its vision and achievement with
the successful completion of this environmentally friendly facility. It is the ﬁrst building to
be given a Platinum rating in Canada. It is also
the ﬁrst federal government project to follow
through with Public Works and Government
Services Canada’s commitment to LEED®
Gold or higher for new buildings.

Jury Comments:
The project clearly demonstrated an architectural design approach to the integration of sustainable design principles, executed at a high
level in all categories of sustainable design,
namely site planning, water eﬃciency, energy
eﬃciency and renewable energy, conservation
of materials and resources, and indoor environmental quality.
The success of the design is that it recognised
opportunities in the above-mentioned areas
and interpreted them in the architectural language of form, massing, orientation and use
of materials as well as ﬁnding a vocabulary for
architectural expression.
The architect successfully employed day-lighting strategies, approaches to natural ventilation
and air movement in the development of the
building’s dominant section proﬁle. Architecturally, the building siting takes advantage of
the coastal harbour location while modestly
situating itself behind the residential buildings
on the street frontage.
Extensive use of B.C. wood, throughout both
the interior and exterior as structural elements
and ﬁnishes, is in striking contrast to the raw
metal used for the exterior building envelope
and underside structural roof deck, resulting in
a dynamic and exuberant expression.
Neil Munro FRAIC
As RAIC’s inaugural “Award of Excellence for
Green Building”, this project clearly exempliﬁes that environmental stewardship can convey
both modesty and beauty, simultaneously. The
Operations Centre’s protection and rehabilitation of marine and terrestrial zones speaks to
the client’s and designer’s true appreciation
of the values anchoring the core principles of
sustainability. Each project must uncover its
dormant inherent environmental opportunities, and this design wonderfully celebrates the
sustainable notion of resilience. While the roof
form is a lyrical expression of marine imagery,
it equally speaks to sun, air and natural, local
materials. This building thrives on its passive
characteristics (witnessed in the building’s sectional composition and resolution) and while
it beneﬁts from active green technologies (solar
panels and ocean energy geo-exchange), neither of these components diminish its overall
site response.
If all buildings and neighborhoods could walk
this tightrope between low and high tech, socio-economic constraints and contextual sensitivity, then the 2010 imperative and 2030
net-zero challenge will in fact become more
than simply an ecological response to climate
change as we move towards a holistic model of
the sustainable communities we one day hope
to live in.
Danny Pearl
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Potogroup presents an open architectural ideas competition: poto:type. This competition
will question the emerging typology originating in Vancouver’s downtown area: podium/
tower typology.
Potogroup makes an invitation to the participants to explore, rethink, question and experiment with new ideas that will challenge the concept of the podium/tower. This investigation should encompass formal, programmatic, social and cultural aspects of this speciﬁc
type. The projects should challenge the logic of the present, formulate new questions, and
facilitate variations that will allow new potentials for living and existing in the city. Poto:type
should investigate both macro and micro scale as well as examine the notion of ‘vertical
sprawl’.
competition schedule
July 18, 2007 Acceptance of questions deadline
July 25, 2007 Answers to questions posted on website
August 15, 2007 Submission deadline
September 1 – 5, 2007 Jury deliberation with professional advisor present
August 22, 2007 Exhibition of all entries at the AIBC gallery
September 6, 2007 Presentation of winning entries, public forum held at the AIBC
jury members
James Cheng MAIBC
Patricia Patkau MAIBC
Brent Toderian Director of Planning, City of Vancouver
Dr. Rhodri Windsor-Liscombe Head of Art History, University of British Columbia
George Yu AIA
awards and regulations
1st place: cdn $2500; 2nd place: cdn $1500; 3rd place: cdn $1000
+ honorable mention per juror
main sponsor: Architecture Foundation of British Columbia
visit www.poto.ca for more information
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MEMBERSHIP UPDATES
NEW LICENSED MEMBERS:
(BY COMPLETION OF INTERNSHIP)
Alexander Chang
Bill Uhrich
Colleen Dixon
Dan Du
Gary Smith
John Hemsworth
Mary Katie Henderson (formerly Everett)
Michelle Fenton
Norman Chin
Ralph Laser
Rian Burger
Susan Ockwell
Yi Yong (Kevin) Pan
(BY CANADIAN RECIPROCITY)
Daniel Fred McAlister (OAA)
David Ryder (AAA)
Dennis Lucio Picciano (AAA)
Doug Corbett (MAA)
Gordon Stratford (OAA)
Neil Humphries (AAA)
Roger Amengoybe (OAA)
Ryan Bragg (MAA)
Stephen Barr (AAA)
Timothy James Kopperud (AAA)
(BY US INTER-RECOGNITION)
Dennis Forsyth (Washington)
Marek Stoklosa (California)
Merle Bachman (Texas)
(BY ALTERNATIVE QUALIFICATIONS)
Oliver Lang
Saeed Jhatam
(BY REINSTATEMENT)
Neil Barkhurst
LICENSED MEMBER RESIGNATIONS:
(CHANGED TO RETIRED ARCHITECT)
Arie Smits
Denis Tusar
Gary Fleischauer
Linda Brock
Peter Petrall
Russell Poulston
Terry Gosling
DECEASED MEMBERS:
Russell Pedersen
NEW CERTIFICATES OF PRACTICE:
Architect 57 Inc.
Bradbury Architecture
Corbett Bragg Architects
Cyrus Kabeer Architects
Edmund Lee Architecture + Sustainable Planning
Full Scale Architecture Inc.
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H.O’T. architecture
Herwig Pimiskern Architect
JRS Engineering Ltd.
KMA Architecture
LINE Architect Inc.
LZA Studio Architecture and Interior Design
Ronald M. Lustig, Architect
Shape Architecture Inc.
Simona Sund Architecture
FIRM NAME CHANGES:
Blue Marble Architecture Inc.
Formerly: Gary Fields Architecture
McFarlane Green +Biggar Architecture +
Design Inc.
Formerly: McFarlane Green Architecture +
Design Inc.
Yamamoto Architecture Inc.
Formerly: Tomizo Yamamoto Architect Inc.
Chow Low Hammond architects inc.
Formerly: Chow Fleischauer Low architects
inc.
Architecturally Distinct Solutions Inc.
Formerly: Matt Johnston Architect Inc.
DYS Architecture
Formerly: Davidson Yuen Simpson Architects
Seaview Architecture
Formerly: Stephen Hinton Architect
FIRM CHANGES INACTIVE TO ACTIVE
Brian J. Sim Architect Inc.
FIRMS CLOSED:
(CERTIFICATES OF PRACTICE RETURNED)
Rodger Morris Architect
NEW TEMPORARY LICENSES:
Dennis Forsyth
SRG Partnership Inc.
Collab Arch: Michael Norman Cox MAIBC
Peter Pascaris
Queen’s Quay Architects International Inc.
Collab. Arch: Jeremy Woolf MAIBC
NEW INTERN ARCHITECTS:
Amir Farbehi
Christopher Lee
Jane Song
Jean-Paul Felix
Jennifer Melnyk
John Roddick
Jorge Remolina
Lily Chan (reinstatement)
Shaun McIntyre
Tara Gronlund
Thomas Grimwood
Todd Maginnis Cocivera

Valentina Whalen
Yi-Ting Hui
NEW ARCHITECTURAL GRADUATES:
Araceli Saltzman
Donna Chong
NEW INTERN ARCHITECTURAL TECHOLOGISTS:
Alvin Martin
Andrew Shieck
Brian Rowland
Duncan Stamper
Felito Ilao
John Coﬀey
Juenessa Collins
Lee Halquist
Lisza Dupont
Robert Partridge
Vincent Reda
Wesley Hope
NEW ARCHITECTURAL TECHNOLOGISTS:
Alvin Martin
Lee Halquist
Michael Niemi
NEW AFFILIATES:
Geoﬀ McBeath (Resolve Sofware Solutions)
Ian A. McDonald (Fraser Health)
NEW STUDENT MEMBERS:
(ARCHITECTURAL TECHNOLOGIST PROGRAM)
Amandeep Mander (Arch. Drafting)
Anshu Gupta
Charles Cheung
Dan Guenter
Janvin Lowe (VCC-Drafting)
Jason Park
Jorge Jimenez (Interior Design)
Jumean Loungsay (Arch. Drafting)
Laureen Stokes
Matthew Lee
Michael Isaak (Arch. Drafting)
Paul Shore
Taylor Yamamoto (Arch. Drafting)
(STUDENT ARCHITECTURE PROGRAM)
Alexander Liu Cheng
Alice Fung
Andrea Hoﬀ
Andrea Scott (Dalhousie)
Christopher Sklar
Daniel Rempel
Danny Pressacco
Jonas Dodd
Lila Cheimak (Toronto)
Trevor Dickson
(STUDENT - SYLLABUS PROGRAM)
Tanis Frame
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It Pays To Be Good
Using High Performance Building techniques will increase the market value of a building. By making
energy efﬁciency a priority, you will lower your building’s operating and maintenance costs. And you’ll
gain a real competitive market advantage.
Are you in the planning stages of a new commercial building? Make sure you take advantage of the
ﬁnancial incentives, recognition and resources offered by BC Hydro’s High Performance Building Program.
The result will be a building with lower costs for your tenants, and higher proﬁts for you. It’s also a good
thing for our province, because conservation is the ﬁrst and best choice for starting to meet B.C.’s growing
need for electricity.
Find out more today by calling 604 453-6400 in the Lower Mainland, and 1 866 453-6400 in the
rest of the Province.
From now on, being good and being proﬁtable go very well together.
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